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THE RELATIVE MERITS OF HIGH AND i!0W PRESSURE WATER SPRAY::j IN THE EXTINCTION
OF LIQUID FIRES

by

D. J. Rasbash

",

From available information on the extinction of liauid fires with
water sprays, 'an estimate has been obtained of the relative effect of
increasing the pressure' in a high pressure spr~y range (100~1,500 Ib/in. 2)

and a low pressure spray range (up to 100 Iblin.2) in the extinction of
these fires. It has been concluded that, after taking into account
practical conditions uhich are likely to occur in the use of these sprays,
it is not in general Vlorth while increasing the pressure in the high
pressure region.

Symbols
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area of fire
efficiency exponent ,'"
pressure
efficiency factor when extinction time is important,
efficiency factor when water consumption ,is in~ortant

rate of flow to the fire
exponent of pressure in efficiency 'equation
exponent of rate of flow in effiCiency equation
time of extinction '
'exponent of pressure ,in equation connecting the variation of ",
rate of flow with pressure under various practical conditions."

Introduction

In the application of water sprays to fighting fires it is import,ant
to knmv the best pressure at which to operate the nozzles. Recently
there has been much difference in opinion on .thc relative rrerits of high'
pressure (up,to 800 - 1,000 Ib/k. 2) and low pressure (up,to 100 Ib/in. 2)
sprays. A certain amount of information is available which allmv~,a

tentative empiricai answer to be given in' this problem, insofar as' it
concerns liquid fires. '

Distinction between the effect of pressure and rate of flm?

In considering the use of high pressure sprays in practice, a clear
distinction must be drawn between the, effect of pressure and the effect
of rate of fl~l. For a given nozzle the rate of flow will, increase as
the square root of the pressure. However, under practical conditions
the use of a hi~her pressure may result in a decrease in the rate of
flow. Thus, for a given number of'-men the maximum rate of flow which
can be handled will decrease as the ,squ!,re root of the pressure, since
the reaction at the nozzles increases, in direct .propor-Hon to t!le square
root of the pressure. Again, for a given power output at the pump, the
rate of flow will be inversely 'proportional to the pressure developed.
If it is assumed that the size of a pump as specified by its volume or
weight, is proportional to its power output then for a pumping unit of a
given size, the rate, of flm1 will be inversely proportional to the
pressure. ,To justify an incr~ase in pressure, then the increase in
efficiency 'due to the' actual'pressure inc\ease ,must at least counterbalance
any decrease ,in efficiency resulting from a 'necessary decrease of rate of
flow. ' ' ,

If the time of ,extinction of a fire is of greater importance 'than the
amount of water used in ,the extinction, then the efficienqy of, a spray
~ be represented by a factor' Q where
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Q = A " •••••
., t

A =area of fire extinguished
t = time of extinction.

...... (1)

'. ,

It may be assumed that Q will be some funotion of the rate of flow
to the fire (R) and the pressure of the nozz~e (p) and also ,of other
spray properties such as the' cone-angle, design of the nozzles, etc.
If we wish to consider only the effects of rate of f'Low and pressure,
then the effect of these factors may be expressed in the equation

.. , ., . •••••• (2)

In equation 2,
of spray used;
well.

a and b are exponents depending on the fire and the type
they rn8Y also vary· with .the pressure and rate of, flow as

If, on the other hand, the quantity of water used in the extinction
is the more importnat factor, then the efficiency of the. spray may be
represented by Q1 where

Q1 =!L = .9 ••• ' ••
. Rt R .. , , ."

Combining equations 2 and 3 gives

R~-' ... , , .

... ". , (5)

••••... (6)

If the pressure i.e increased, the rate of flow may also increase or
for one of the practical reasons given above, it may have to be decreased.
Thus, if an increase in pressure is necessarily accompanied by a certain
variation in the rate of flow such that R pX, then .substitution in equations
2 and 4 shows that the overall effect of the increase in pressure on the
spray efficiency win be expressed by equations 5 and 6.

. Q <J( P 0.. + bx

.QI e{ P 0..0+(b-I)X
Henceforth, the. exponent of' P in equations 5 and 6 will be called' the' ,
"efficiency exponent E". E is a function of a and b , and will depend
on the . limiting factor, encourrtez-ed in the practical use of the spraya,
It may be noted' thai; if E is significantly larger than zero then the'
efficiency of the spray-vlill increase as the pressure is increased, but
if E is ~ignificant1y smaller than zero, the efficiency of· the spray will
decrease·.as the pressure is. increased. .

Table. 1 .gives the efficiency.exponents for practical conditions
in which the manpower, the pump power, and the nozzles-.. impose.the most

. ~portant restraint as the pressure is increased.

Calculation of efficiency eXponent
,' .., , !

In order to apply the information in·Tab1e 1, it is-necessary to
know the val.ues of a and b. . These can be obtained from practical tests
with sprays on fires. There are two ways in which tests may be conducted
to give 'the values of a and b. - Firstly, a direct correlation may be
obtained between the efficiency of extinction and the, pressure ~nd the
rate of f10'f1 at the fire area'. Secondly, a corre1at,ion may be obbained
between the' efficiency of 'extinction' and the spray properties at the
fire area such as the entrained ,'air current, the drop size of the spraY, '
as well as the rate of' flow; 'us ing informat ion on how pressure and rate
of, qovi .effects these properties, the exponents of pressure and rate of'
f'Low may be calculated. , The first ,method ·has tihe limitation that other
spray conditions, particularly the cone,:,angle D11d the method of spray,

I
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production 'should be reasonably uniform throughout the test ,series, since
the spray properties which determine extinction will depend in part on
these other spr~y prop~rties. The second method has the limitation
thatinfonnation on ,the effect .ot: pressure on the' spray properties 'at
the fire is scanty, particularly ~or pressures above' ~OO Iblin. 2•.

"Information'is available from three series of'tests from which a
direct'correlation m~y be ,obtained be~veen the'efficiency of extinction
and the ef'f'ecb of pressure and -rate.' of f Low, , 'These correlations are
summarised under series 1 to 3" in'Table 2, Table 2 gives the source of
inform~tioni a brief descrupt.fon of'the fire used and the conditions
under whach. the sprays were .app Lfed together ,lith values of a and b ,
and approximate 95 per cent confidence'limits calculated as resression
coefficients from the test results. ' Series 1 was car~ied out with lor(
pressure sprays' (<:100 lb/in. 2) and series 2 and 3 with high pressure
spra,ys'(100-1,500 Ib/iri.,2), In series 2 'and 3 the rate .of' flow at the
fire .aren is not p;iven but as the areas covered by the s!,rays ,used were
either the same or'less than the area of the fire, it m~; be assUmed
that all the \later from the nozzle was usefully empIoyed against the
fire and that therefore, the rate of flow from the nozzle, was
,proportional to ,the mean rate of flow to the fire area. Three ser-Ies
of tests are also available in which a correlation has been obtained
between the efficiency of extinction and the prope~ties of, the spray ~t
the fire area. Combining this information with information on the '
eff'ecf of,pre~sur~6~nd rate of flovi from impinging .jet nozzles on the'

.' ,l'lpray:propertJ.es ~ ), the values of a and b were calculated for botih ,
l~v,pressure spra,ys and high pressure spra,Ys, These estimations or
a and b are appropriate to nozzles cons Lst i.ng of multiple pair~ ot:'"
impinein.'::; ,~ets of constant diameter delivering spra,y uniformly into a
cone of constant anp,le. The results are p;iven under series 4. to 6, : ' ,
in,Table 3., ',It will be noted that a precise .vaIue fer a hic>:hpressure,
spr-ay is not given. ,This

2arisesfrom
the uncertainty of the effect of

pressures above 100 Ibli~. 0\1 the drop size of the spra,y. The'
available information (6), (7) indicates thttt the drop size of the spr~
is proportional to pO~O to -0· 2 and the ran,',es of values of a: p;iven
are such as to cover this var-i.atuon;

By combdrrine; the .Inf'ormetdon in' Table' 1 with that in Tables 2 and 3,
the efficien~y exponents of the' sprays Vlere calculated, These are
shown in Table 4- .f'or- the Low p,re,ssure range and for the h1[,h pressure
range, Table"4-,shoris that. if neither 'manpower nor :9U1JlP power were a
limiting factor,' and that the only limitations were ,the amount of water'
that could be obtained from a gaven nozzle, then the efficiency exponent
would,be significantly positive, in most cases. It follows, that in
general, it would bcwor-th 'While, Lncre aeang the pressure under these
conditions.," However,' it will be noted that the efficiency exponents
for Imv pressure conditions' are'substantially greater ,than those for high
pressure conditions, ~d that it is more worth while to increase the
pressure to 100 Ib/in, than to increase the pressure considerably
beyond 100 Ib/in. 2, If the manpower .or the pump power- nvailable "ere ,
a limiting factor; then in general, for 1~7 pressure sprays, the efficiency
exponent is either positive:or not ";,;ignificantly different from zero,
and for ,high pressure sprays, "is 'either negative or not significantly
different from zero, ThUs iri general, there may be an ,advantage "in
increasing the pressure in the Im7 pressure, range and a disadvantage in
increasing the pressure in ,the 'high pressure range, However" the
efficiency, exponents for series 2 for 'conditions under wlJich water
consUlJlPtion is critical are positive which indicates that there may be
an occasional advarrt age-drr-us ing high pressure sprays under these
eonditions.

. ,~ .
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Discussion

It is likely when spra,ys are used under', practical conditions, that
limitations of manpower and PUll1P capacity will be i.Iilportant when hish
pressure'srra,ys are'used, and that limitations imposed by des~n of the
nozzle will be important when low pressure spr-ays are used. ThUS, for
example, if a re cc td.on at the nozzle of 50 Lb weieht is the maximum
which will allow adequabe control of the nozzle by one man, the rate of
flow at 50 Ib/in. 2 would be, limited to about 120 gal/min and at
500 Ib/in. 2 1;0 35 gal/min. NO\v if it is necessary to use 1/16 in.
di@neter impinging jets to obtain a satisfactory degree of break-up of
the water, a nozzle containing 100 pairs of impinging jets would be
required to give the max'imum flow rate that could be handled at
50 1?/in.2, whereas,a nozzle containin~ only 8 pairs o~ jets wo~ld be
re qua.red at 500 Ib/m. 2 • 'Therefore, ~f the pressure as 50 Ib/m. 2
considerable difficulty may be encountered in designing a nozzle to
project a fine spra,y at the maximum flow rate a man can handle; if as a
conse quence , it is necessary to work at a Lower- rate of flow the nozzle
design would impose the chief limitation on the rate of f'Low at this
preaeure , On the' other hand, at a pressure of 500 Ib/in. 2 there would
be no difficulty in' designing a nozzle to give the maxinn.un flow rate a
man can handle and the nozzle reaction would impose the chief limitation'
on the rate of flow. Again, a PUll1P of normal size can deliver: '
approximately 700 gal/min at 100 lb/in. 2 and it would be expected that
a pump of. similar size would dcliver approximatelY,70 gal/min. ~t1 ,000 lb/in. 2•
At the higher press~e the 'water can be fed through one nozzle con,sisting
of twelvc pairs of /16 in. impinging jets. At the lower pressure,
thirty-trio ti:les this number of pairs of jets would be required to cope
'-iith the maximum delivery ,the PUll1P can give. Thus at the lower preasure
nozzle design is likely'to be a,more important limitation on the rate of
flOV! .bhan the pump capacity, but the opposite would apply a, t the higher
pressure; ..
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TABLE 1

Q
(time of extinction

'important)

Value of
x

Practical
restriction

.....--~;-----~..----~-Tl' '
I Formula for efficiency exponent \' I

, Ql ·1
(water consUIn:ption I

import ant) ,
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Given nozzle

Given manpower

Given pump
power or size
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1
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b
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a + b
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a - b
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TABLE 2

Direct estimates 01' a and b for dii'f'erent 1'ires

,
I

, - i

Series IRef'erence
I ; ,

Type of' Method of Method Eo. of I· Range of' a with Range of' b with t
Imnnber j number fire spray production of' tests in Ipressures 95> rates of flow 95j; •

I spray series covered confidence covered confidence Iapplication lb/in. 2 limits limits,

I
1 1 1 f't. ifu.ltiple Downwards, 33 i 10-85 1. 67 .!. 0.35 0.12 - ~4 1'98 i. 0·74I gal f't." -n-1: I diameter: impinging jet f'rom a

I tanlc in sprays mounted height of' I
,

laboratory; on a battery. 5 !'t. 9 in.
kerosine; Directional .

8 min.
preburn. ' ,

I

2 2 10 gal. ) ( Hand 210 100-75tf' 0'41 :!:.0·17 15-35 O· 64 z, o- 36
spill )

~
application gal/min

pe tz-o.l ) - Ifire in ) ( -
open s.ir. )
5 sec. ~lfulti;?le,
pr-ebuz n, impinging jets

)mounted on a
3 2 10 f't. )single nozzle. Fixed 43 100-1500 0'21 z, 0·14 15-35 1· 35 + o-35

square ' )Directional. a.'plication gal/min . - I
pool of' ) at an angle I

Ipetrol in' )

I
of' about 450

!open e.ir.· ) i

I5 sec .. )

!
I

preburn. ) . I
I I L I i ) ._- I i .

.~.,--,..

*a f'urther 120 tests in this series were also carried out within the r~,ge of' ~~essures 1000-1500 lb/in. 2; they were not
included in the analysis as no extinction was obtained in 30 of the tests.
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TABLE 3 ," - . ,

Indirect estimates of ~ and b,for different fires

0·4
+0'2

0'7
+0·2

2·2

:::.°'5

Estimate
95i

t
I
(
!,

0.16-0.8

0.09-1·4

, 0·07-1·0

I
i

I
I

83

50

, , :

d values of a and b with
, cont'Ldence li::lits ' .,

, I '
in. 2) b100

,a b
lb/in. 2)

0·7 to 1·5 i 3·0
:;.0'4 I

1~1.1

I

I
I

I
0'4 to 0·6

"

1,',7
~0'2 :!9'4

I'

I I
0·0 to 0·2 1·3

~O.1, " ~0·3
, " .... ' , "

I

I " I' Hangeof
Me'chod of ITo. of \ rates, of fl0\11-__ ,_._

spray appf.Lcat i.on tests l . covered
in Iga l ft.-2 min.-1 «~OO~b/

series '.

", "",!

Methods of
spray production

,Type of
fire

l' ft;' 'di'ameter' petro1- ' Diiectional Downwar-d from a
fire in laboratory. impinging 'jet height of 5 ft.
Breburn 15-300 sec. sprays on a 9 in. to 8 ft.

battery and non- I
directional I
impinging jet I
sprays on a nozzle,
Directions,l' swirl
nozzle spray.

1 ft, diameter
transformer oil
fire in Labor-at.ory,
Preburn 300 sees.- . .

4

56

5

Series Referenqe
number nUmber

) -- (, Downward wi thin
) ( on angle of 250

- )Directional ( to the vertical
)im~inging jet and ( from a height of

_)swirl sprays. ~ 8 ft.
, .. --- ')Hon-directional . I

3 ft. and 4 ft. )impinging jet IDownwar-d from
diameter transformer: )sprays. All from( height of 8 and ,
oil :rires in a ). - 1 (' 15 oPt
~~~s3~~~~;:.-e.»)~J,ng.Le nozz, es , .. (el ,'~,~,. '

,--_ .:...- l . , I ; I
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TABLE 4

I
0'77 I

+0'40 I

-0·14 -I
. :!:-O· 2} I
-1·2 to -0'41

+1.0

1
I

I

I
Q

Given pump-power

°'59
+0·25

0·03
;to'2}

0.1 to O.} -i.} to -1.1 -O.} to -0.1
+o'} I +0'4 +0'4

-0-2 to 0·0 I -1'4 to -1~2 -0'4 to -0'2
:!:-O· 2 I :!:-O· 2 ! +0' 2

1
I
I

Given manpoVler

0·09
:!:-0.25 .

-0·.47
+0.2}

-0.4 to-O.2
:!:9'}

-0·7 to.,.0·5
+0'2

-0·8 to 0·0 -O·} to 0'5 -2·2 to -1·4
+0.7 J!}'7 +1.0

0·}9
+0.23

1.7 to 2.5
+0'7

0·7 to 09
:!:-O }

0'2 to 0-4
+0'2

Q I
I

0'7}
:!:-0·25

1.2 to 1·4
+o~}

0·7 to 0'9
+0.2 I

!

Q I· Q'j
i

Given
ptlDp-power-

-0'7
+1·1

-O.}1 I 0.69
:!:-0.82 1 :!:-0.82

I

1.18
+0·51

i
Q

G;iven
manpower

3'7
t!!·7

Values of the efficienSl ex~one~~ E for different ~~a~~i~~I-coriditions

2.66 2.16
+0. 51 +0- 51

,
, .Increase in p:r",,,sure up to 100 Ib/in. 2

}'2 0·7_
+0-7 +0-7

I-
i • 6 1. 1 II -0. 1

:!:-O.} :!:-O· 3 +0. 3

I 1· 1 O· 6 1-0- 3 0- 2 -1· 0

, +0·25 I :!:-0·25 I+0'25 , +0'25 I :!:9'}5!

.--- ------;~c~=~· ~~.:~~~:~.~~~. ~~~-~~/~:>------- ----- --------1
t----------r----+----------,--------~---------I

6

1

2

}

5

,
... Test

series
(see tables Given nozzle I

~ and}) ~.--r---+---.---+----,----+----:..----;-----+--------+-..,..-------~
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